
RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

Below is a full list of rich resources available online for this this topic. These resources are designed to bring ideas to 
life, to promote deep and lasting learning and to support the different learning needs of each individual.

3.1 Index notation
 Digital documents

Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.2 Prime numbers and composite 
numbers

 Digital documents
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.3 Squares and square roots
 Digital documents

Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.4 Cubes and cube roots
 Video eLesson
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

3.5 Squares and square roots
 Interactivities
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 Weblinks
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 ProjectsPLUS
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

3.6 Squares and square roots
 Audio
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 Sample responses
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

 Solutions
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

 Google Earth
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

Below is a full list of the digital resources available in Topic 5. When you see these icons throughout the topic, 
access your learnON format to find resources that will support your learning and deepen your understanding.

5.1 Overview
 Video eLesson

 •  Are you not entertained? (eles-4246)

5.2 Film and television genres
 eWorkbook

 •  5.2 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6685)
 •  5.2 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6686)
 •  5.2 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6687)

 Interactivity
 •  Film and television genres (int-8183)

5.3 Film and television adaptation
 eWorkbook

 •  5.3 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6688)
 •  5.3 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6689)
 •  5.3 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6690)

 Digital document
 •  Example film script (doc-35116)

5.4 Videogame narratives
 eWorkbook

 •  5.4 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6691)
 •  5.4 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6692)
 •  5.4 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6693)

5.5 What makes engaging online content?
 eWorkbook

 •  5.5 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6694)
 •  5.5 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6695)
 •  5.5 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6696)

5.7 SkillBuilder: Film critic
 Video eLesson

 •  Film critic (eles-4247)

 Interactivity
 •  Film critic (int-8182)

5.8 Review
 Interactivity

 •  Key terms crossword (int-8139)

To access these online resources and receive immediate, corrective feedback and sample responses to every 
question, plus a pre-test, select your learnON format at www.jacplus.com.au.
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5 Viewing for enjoyment
5.1    Overview
5.1.1 What makes something engaging?
Engagement is a weird idea; all entertainment is created to engage you – to keep you looking or watching. 
Sometimes it’s also trying to sell something and sometimes the watching or looking is the thing that’s being sold 
(along with the ‘like’ or ‘favourite’ button you’re pushing).

There are several ways to engage someone – appealing visuals, compelling stories or an attractive person in front 
of a camera. Artists and creators have been using these techniques for as long as there has been cinema, artwork 
or even just storytelling. These days digital technology is readily available and can reach out to the people of the 
world – people don’t need to be talented enough to catch the attention of a Hollywood producer anymore; anyone 
can create their own content.

Your teacher may want to analyse and dissect everything, but anything created for entertainment is meant to do 
literally that – entertain. There’s no wrong way to watch or play something, there’s just what you enjoy.

STARTER QUESTIONS

 1. What is the last thing you watched? Did you enjoy it? What about it did you like/dislike?
 2. List three different genres for film or television.
 3. What is your favourite genre for film or television? What do you like the most about it?

Resources

Video eLesson Are you not entertained? (eles-4246)

Watch this video to learn about the many ways to view  
for enjoyment.
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5.2    Film and television genres
5.2.1 What are you in the mood for?
Film and television use a lot of different styles of storytelling to engage viewers. Just like books, these genres 
(categories of entertainment) aren’t individual flavours but overlapping styles – you can easily have an educational 
animation, or an action romance.

Keep in mind that the chart below isn’t a complete list of the genres and sub-genres that exist, just a taster of 
what's available.

Action

Superhero
A character going
on a trip and facing
obstacles along
the way.

Military
War movies or
those focusing
 on someone in
the armed forces.

Disaster
Where literally
everything goes
wrong (from a bad
day to the end of
the world).

Animation

Digital Stop-motionCartoon Anime

Science Fiction (Sci-Fi)

Dystopian SteampunkCyberpunk Space opera

Thriller and Suspense

Mystery
There’s always the
chance they’ll be
caught, making for
some really tense
moments.

Romance

Coming-of-age Period romance Contemporary

SpyPolice procedural
Usually follows the
police as they try to
solve a case or
investigate a crime
scene.

The characters

something out,
but often there’s
a twist.

A term for Japanese
animation often
adapted from manga
(comics and graphic
novels). It has a
distinctive style.

Pretty much like
the label says –
there’s someone
with superpowers.

3D animation
created using a
computer.

Illustrations that are

in sequence so it looks
like they move. Early

this way.

Individual puppets or
models which are
photographed and
moved bit by bit so it's
one smooth movement
when put together.

Adventure

A dystopian future
about a high-tech
civilisation with a
focus on the grimy,
dirty parts of
society.

High-tech steam
engines and
machinery rather
than electronics.

High fantasy, but
it’s set in space.
Interplanetary
battles and lots of
romance.

Adventures in
our world after
an apocalypse
or disaster event
happens in the
future.

Often exploring
the relationships
of teenagers. May
include
awkwardness.

A romance set in
the past in order to
explore modern
ideas with old-
fashioned rules.

A romance set in
the time it is

the customs and
behaviours of that
time.

int-8183
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Urban fantasy Alternate history High fantasy
Fantasy in a city
setting rather than
the wilderness.
Could be our world
or a world with
communities like ours.

Imagining how our
world would be different
if some big event had
happened or if someone
made a different decision
in our past.

Set in an imaginary
world with powerful
characters. Epic
stories which affect
the whole world.

Comedy

Fantasy

Romcom Slapstick Sitcom
Short for romantic
comedy – people
falling in love, but
in funny situations
or with funny things
to say about it.

Where people get
hurt (whether it’s
real or staged) for
laughs.

Short for situational
comedy – this often
puts normal people
in an odd situation
and develops a
story around that.

Drama

Soap-opera Legal Historical

Overly dramatic
reactions to
everything, but
otherwise just
daily life.

Lawyers, judges,
juries and cases.

or courts.

Crime
This could be
a caper (just
one person)
or a heist (a
group of
people).

Not always fact-
based, often just
using the time
period to explore
different ideas.

Other

Western
Lots of singing and
dancing – made by

industry. Expect

BollywoodMusical
Set in the American
wilderness during
the early days of
expansion and
exploration. Dusty
with lots of horses.

A story told using lots
of singing and dancing.
Often includes amazing
costumes.

Horror

Monster

Ghosts, demons,
vampires, zombies;
you might need to
sleep with the light
on.

SupernaturalFound footage

There’s a monster. 
What else do you
need to know?

Supposedly real
footage which has
been recovered after
everything went
wrong.

Documentary Biopic Period piece
An exploration of
our planet, or the
people and
creatures on it.

The story of
someone’s life
retold for the
screen.

A historically
accurate retelling
of an event,
sometimes using
fictional characters.

Educational

fun and bright colours.
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5.2 Activities

5.2 Level 1

 1. Name at least one movie or TV show for each of the following genres.

Horror: 

Comedy: 

Drama: 

Fantasy: 

Science-fiction: 

Animation: 

 2. Think of a genre or sub-genre you enjoy. Describe (or draw) the elements you like most about it.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 3. Write any words that come to mind when you think of movies or shows you’ve seen in the sub-genres 
below. If you haven’t seen anything (or read anything) in a particular sub-genre, refer to the descriptions in 
the subtopic for hints.

Mystery: 

Documentary: 

Adventure: 

Spy: 

Dystopian Future: 

Monster: 
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5.2 Level 2

 4. Choose three movies or TV shows you’ve watched recently and determine what genre they are. Justify your 
reasoning.

Example 1:  Genre: 

Example 2:  Genre: 

Example 3:  Genre: 

 5. Select two genres or sub-genres of film or TV.

 a. Identify one thing that really interests you in each genre. 

Genre 1:

Genre 2:

 b. Combine your two genres or sub-genres into one feature genre and give this category a brand new title. You 
could combine the names of the two original categories into a new word or make a new term for it altogether.

 c. Briefly write an idea for a movie set in this new style. Just a few sentences to give the overall concept.
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Resources

eWorkbook 5.2 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6685), 5.2 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6686),  
5.2 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6687)

Interactivity Film and television genres (int-8183)

5.2 Hungry for more?

 a. Pick two or more genres that normally wouldn’t go together. Then create a totally new show which mixes 
them together. What will the success of this show depend on? Identify at least three elements.

 b. Write the basic outline for an episode of this new show (you may do this in movie script style or write it in 
narrative style, as a story).

5.2 Level 3

 6. Answer the questions below about a movie you particularly enjoy.

 a. Title: 

 b. Which genre (or genres) is it? 

 c. Which elements do you find most engaging? What makes you say that? 

 d. Is there another movie, TV show, game or book that you regard as similar? Describe why you think this. 

 7. Think of a movie or TV show that is a mix of two or more genres. Describe the individual elements that make 
up the mix. 
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5.3    Film and television adaptation
5.3.1 What is adaptation?
Adaptation is when something is changed from one format to another, like when a novel is turned into a movie. 
When we read a story that engages us, we live through the characters and can sometimes almost see them as real 
people. Film and television creators feel the same way, and this is why we have so many adaptations of novels. In 
some cases, multiple adaptations of the same novel have been made.

Some book-to-screen adaptations include:

5.3.2 Why hasn’t this been adapted?
You might have just finished reading (or writing) a book and you’re just itching to have it made into a movie or 
series. You’re positive you have an instant hit on your hands! The problem is that:

 • not everyone (maybe no-one) has read the book, and it might not be well-known
 • it might not be easy to adapt, since it can take a lot of money
 • writing a script takes a lot of people a long time
 • it might already be happening
 • someone may have already tried, and studios (the people with the money) said no.

On top of these problems (and more) authors might not want their book to be adapted. There are a lot of authors 
who absolutely hate the screen version of their work. Overall, adapting from book to screen is a lengthy and difficult 
task, and it requires teams of dedicated and talented people to do it.

Finally, there are just some books that 
won’t suit a film or television format 
without losing what makes them special. 
Film and text are very different ways of 
depicting (showing) something. Keep 
loving the book even though it’s not a 
movie (no matter how well the film plays 
out in your mind), and let the author 
know how much you enjoyed it by 
writing to them.

Though it’s not very common, there 
are shows and movies out there which 
are even better than the text version. 
However, there are also plenty of 
adaptations that don’t even come close 
to the beloved book they were adapted 
from.

Book Adaptation

Hidden Figures by Margot Lee Shetterly Hidden Figures

Mary Poppins by P.L. Travers Mary Poppins

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory

Rabbit-Proof Fence by Doris Pilkington Garimara Rabbit-Proof Fence

A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle A Wrinkle in Time

The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins The Hunger Games

Coraline by Neil Gaiman Coraline

Deadly Unna? and Nukkan Ya by Phillip Gwynne Australian Rules

Holes by Louis Sacher Holes

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K Rowling Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone

Locke & Key by Joe Hill (graphic novel) Locke & Key
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5.3 Activities

5.3 Level 1

 1. Choose one of the following story extracts. Draw how you picture the character(s) and setting in your mind. 

 a. There was once a velveteen rabbit, and in the beginning he was really splendid.  
(from The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery Williams)

 b. Lyra and her daemon moved through the darkening hall, taking care to keep to one side, out of sight of 
the kitchen. (from The Golden Compass by Philip Pullman)

 c. There were a bunch of rock formations like this one around here, rising up from a flat red plain that was 
dotted with trees. I liked the trees. They were old and white and twisty, spiralling upwards to fling out their 
leaves as if they were hoping to touch the sky.  
(from Catching Teller Crow by Ambelin Kwaymullina and Ezekiel Kwaymullina)

 2. Choose one of the story extracts from question 1 and describe what kind of movie you think it should be. 
What genre would it suit best? Who is the target audience?
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5.3 Level 2

 4. Why do you think filmmakers sometimes use stories that already exist instead of coming up with new ideas 
for movies?

 

 

 

 5. a. Think of a scene from a favourite book or comic that hasn’t yet been adapted for the screen (to your 
knowledge). Alternatively, choose a story from the online Writer’s Library. Imagine you were asked to 
adapt it into a short film (live action, animation, stop-motion or another suitable format).

Book/story title and author: 

Brief scene description: 

 b. Who would you cast as the different characters? These can be famous actors, well-known people or just your 
friends. Explain why you made the choices you did: What about your chosen cast makes them perfect for 
their role? 

 3. Look back at the table of book-to-screen adaptations in section 5.3.1. Choose one that you’ve seen a 
screen version of and describe what you liked about it. If you haven’t seen any, describe which one you’d like 
to see and why.
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Resources

eWorkbook 5.3 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6688), 5.3 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6689),  
5.3 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6690)

Digital Document Example film script (doc-35116)

 c. Where would you film? (Hint: think about whether the action takes place mainly inside or outside.) You may 
want a set created for the scene, or you may know an existing place that suits your story.

5.3 Level 3

 6. Select a movie or television show that you’ve seen, that was adapted from a novel or comic.

 a. Which elements do you think were captured well?

 b. Which elements do you think could have been better?

 7. Consider the difficulties you think filmmakers might face when adapting a long fantasy novel into a two-hour 
movie. List the main ones below.

 

 

 

5.3 Hungry for more?

Choose a scene from a story you've read (or choose one from the online Writer’s Library). Adapt the scene 
for the screen – you can even write it in the style of a script (with dialogue). Make sure to include very specific 
directions so your actors know what to do. You can put your directions in angle brackets <like this>. An example 
of a film script can be found in the Resources section of your learnON format or you could conduct some 
research.

Remember – interesting language choices bring your script to life. Share your script with a peer for feedback.
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5.4    Videogame narratives
5.4.1 How can videogames tell stories?
A videogame can refer to such a wide variety of things, from 8-bit to mobile to AAA. The focus here is mainly 
on games with a strong story behind them, but that doesn’t mean that there aren’t lots of great games out there 
without a story attached.

Our culture is always changing and progressing, and videogames are one of the big changes in the last 50 years. 
They started off simply (though they were amazing to kids back then), but in recent years they’ve evolved with 
sophisticated technology to provide us with compelling stories and characters.

The stories we see in videogames are often like the plots in movies, 
where you get the main character from place to place, completing 
activities and challenges along the way. Some, however, have 
different endings depending on how you play throughout the game.

Many people prefer videogame narratives because of the control 
they have over parts of the game. For instance, in Jedi: Fallen 
Order (2019) you can totally customise your character, ship and 
droid, and you can see this during cutscenes. The Legend of 
Zelda: Breath of the Wild (2017) lets you explore the entire world of 
Hyrule in your own way. Armello (2015 – created by an Australian 
company) is a digital role-playing board game that requires skill and 
strategy.

Other games let you make choices which affect the ending, 
whether it be through the difficulty setting, the way you ask and 
answer questions, or how nice you are to different characters.
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Some stories, such as those by TellTale Games, are 
told in chapters. The choices that players all around 
the world make are recorded, and you get to see what 
they’ve chosen at the end of each chapter, alongside 
your own choices. 

Videogame stories are presented through a 
contemporary digital medium, and their form adapts 
as technology changes. Virtual Reality (VR), where you 
can interact with a virtual world by doing more than 
just pushing buttons, is having a huge impact on the 
way narratives are told. We call this form of storytelling a ludonarrative. This word comes from ludology (undirected 
playfulness in gameplay) and narrative (story). The mixture of these two things makes videogames their own unique 
form of entertainment.

5.4.2 Videogame Narrative Techniques
Quick-time events
These are those edge-of-your-seat times when the action is moving so quickly the character has to make split-
second decisions and you still need to hit buttons at the right time (not everyone likes these events, but they’re here 
anyway).

Mastery of the game
There’s nothing quite as satisfying as beating your record in Tetris or going back to your spawn point and defeating 
the enemy that first got you. These are the things that keep you engaged and coming back for more (sometimes for 
too many hours at a time).

Alternate dialogue options
These can either be additional things your character can say or ask to provide more information about the game’s 
world for you, or they might be related to choice and effect.

Choice and effect
This is where the things you make your character say or do might change the way the game ends. If you kill that 
chicken, or are mean to the wrong person, or go in a particular direction, the game’s narrative will change.

19% chose to steal the dog

27% chose to leave the dog

54% chose to give the good
boy some belly rubs

19%

27%
54%

YOU chose to give the good boy some belly rubs.
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5.4 Activities

5.4 Level 1

 1. a. Name and describe a videogame you have enjoyed playing (or watched someone else play).

 b. Which features of the game kept you entertained and engaged?

 2. Draw how you feel when you play videogames. Write a few words to help explain your images. If you've 
never played a videogame before, draw how you imagine you'd feel when playing.

5.4 Level 2

 3. Do any of the videogames you’ve played or seen remind you of movies or books? Describe the similarities.
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5.4 Hungry for more?

Plan a new, immersive videogame. You may choose if it’s VR or a more traditional style.

 a. What sort of videogame narrative techniques are you going to include?

 b. How are you going to appeal to a wide audience? (Consider your target audience, then aim to expand it.)

 c. What genre or sub-genre will it be? (Detective/Mystery, Action/Adventure, etc.)

 d. Write a blurb for your new game — something that would normally appear on the game’s case to promote it 
to potential customers. You could even design the game case cover.

Resources

eWorkbook 5.4 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6691), 5.4 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6692),  
5.4 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6693)

5.4 Level 3

 5. Suggest a few ways that videogames could be more immersive (pull you into the world) than film and 
television. Try to list at least three ways.

 

 

 

 6. Suggest one positive and one negative aspect of playing videogames regularly.

 

 

 

 7. Some people consider playing videogames to be a waste of time. Do you agree or disagree? Explain your 
view.

 

 

 

 4. How do you think playing videogames could help improve your reading and writing skills?
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5.5    What makes engaging online content?
5.5.1 Social media
You’ve probably been sucked into the online whirlpool that is social media before – Instagram, YouTube, TikTok, and 
loads of other sites. One moment you’re reading your English textbook, the next you’ve watched 100 cat videos and 
learned that giraffes only sleep for about 30 minutes each night (true fact).

So how do you get sucked into this endless abyss of engaging content? Well…

There’s just so much out there. About 300 hours of video are uploaded just to YouTube every hour, so there’s loads 
to catch up on.

Social media platforms employ top psychologists to figure out how to keep you there for hours. Every time there’s 
a whamp, diiing or shaaaah on your phone, it’s grabbing your attention away from something more important.

Since you’re starting a new small video every few moments, it doesn’t really seem like you’re spending a lot of time 
watching one thing – instead, your brain thinks you’re moving on to new things all the time.

5.5.2 Entertainment on demand
There’s one important element to social media which is 100% new and changes the way we engage with online 
content: entertainment on demand.

You may have heard this term before, but it’s actually quite new. Way back in the 1970s, if your family was lucky 
enough to own a VCR (video cassette recorder), there was video on demand where you could rent something from 
your local store, but they only had a certain number of the things you wanted, and you had to drive there to get it. 
(And remember to rewind and return it. Ask your parents. Or maybe ask their parents.)

You’ve grown up in a world where it’s all readily available in this magic place…
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This has led to a lot more than just easily accessing the things you love. It’s also meant that the things you love 
reach more people, and that anyone can create a new thing to love. Before the internet, phones with cameras, and  
influencers, it cost a lot of money to make and send out even the simplest video. Now, you can do it within about 
30 seconds (depending on how good your reception is).

Listed below are just a few of the ways that social media keeps you hooked.

There is no end to your screen
If you’re scrolling through memes and then get to the end and have to click a button to continue, you might think, 
"Hey, why don’t I just not click it and get on with living my life…?”. The developers wouldn’t let that happen; your 
feed loads continually so you don’t know how many things you’ve looked at.

Cookies for your brain
Every time you hit ‘like’ or reach a new Snapchat streak, your brain dishes up a little bit of dopamine – a feel-good 
chemical. When your brain sees the little  icon flash up over someone’s photo, it decides to reward you with that 
happy feeling.

FOMO
Fear of missing out. This is the best marketing that social media could ever get. You feel left out when your friends 
want to talk about the latest update or video an influencer has shared but – gasp! – you haven’t seen it yet.

Of course, there are also all the subscription-based streaming sites such as Netflix, Stan, Foxtel Go and Disney+. 
These are crammed with amazing movies and TV series, and entire days easily disappear when you chill with them.

5.5 Activities

5.5 Level 1

 1. Think of a social media site that you visit frequently. What features keep you on the site and going back for 
more? What feelings do you get when you use it?

 

 

 

 

 

 2. a. Imagine you could run your own YouTube channel (which anyone can). What would it be about?
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 b. Draw a mind map of all of the different topics you could cover in “episodes” of your YouTube show. Add 
images if it helps you to communicate your ideas.

5.5 Level 2

 3. Why do you think social media companies want to keep you on their sites? What do you think they get  
out of it?

 

 

 

 4. a. Discuss which form of online entertainment you prefer: watching videos on sites such as YouTube or 
TikTok; chilling with a movie or series on a streaming site such as Netflix; scrolling through posts on sites 
like Instagram or Facebook; or something else?
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5.5 Level 3

 6. Using examples, explain your understanding of the term entertainment on demand.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 7. a. Apart from enjoyment, do you think people get any benefits from using social media and entertainment on 
demand? Describe them.

 b. Why do you find that form of entertainment so engaging?

 5. Write down some of the tricks your favourite social media platform uses to keep you engaged.
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 b. Describe negative aspects of frequently using social media and entertainment on demand, as opposed to 
other activities such as reading, working on hobbies or physical activity.

 8. In a paragraph, summarise the ways that social media developers keep users engaged.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5 Hungry for more?

Design your own social media platform and come up with a few ways to keep people on there for as long as 
possible.

Create a mind map with visual elements to communicate your ideas.

Resources

eWorkbook 5.5 Level 1 worksheets (ewbk-6694), 5.5 Level 2 worksheets (ewbk-6695),  
5.5 Level 3 worksheets (ewbk-6696)
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RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

Below is a full list of rich resources available online for this this topic. These resources are designed to bring ideas to 
life, to promote deep and lasting learning and to support the different learning needs of each individual.

3.1 Index notation
 Digital documents

Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.2 Prime numbers and composite 
numbers

 Digital documents
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.3 Squares and square roots
 Digital documents

Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.4 Cubes and cube roots
 Video eLesson
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

3.5 Squares and square roots
 Interactivities
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 Weblinks
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 ProjectsPLUS
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

3.6 Squares and square roots
 Audio
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 Sample responses
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

 Solutions
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

 Google Earth
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

5.6    Topic project: Create your own engaging content
Scenario
Life is more interesting when we try new things. It’s time to expand your horizons and experience a new type of 
entertainment that you normally wouldn’t have considered. Then you’ll become the creator and someone else can 
experience something new: your imagination.

Task
There are a lot of interesting and engaging things to watch and play out there, so there are two parts to this task.

The first part is for you to experience a movie or television genre, or type of game, that you’re not familiar with. Get 
recommendations from friends and family and give it a go. Who knows – you might find something you just weren’t 
expecting but can’t get enough of.

Next comes the best part; you will create something engaging for others to enjoy watching or playing.

Process
 • Decide which new movie, show or game you're going to experience — and then try it.
 • Have a discussion with a peer about your thoughts on the new content you tried and listen to their own 

experience with something new. Are you likely to watch or play that type again?
 • Decide what you will create. Some suggestions include:

 • Make a short film (it could involve actors, toys, drawings, stop-motion, animation).
 • Make a clip of small videos to show your experiences.
 • Create a game, for example, a simple text-based one (like a choose your own adventure – you can create 

these online with no knowledge of coding).
 • Film a vlog.
 • Create any other engaging content someone can watch or play.

 • Conduct research by watching or playing other people’s created content: what style and techniques have 
they used?

 • Figure out how you’re going to engage your audience: what are you going to do to keep them hooked?  
A storyboard or a mind map may help you here.
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Consider:
 • stimulating questions
 • interesting angles and camera movements
 • a unique or individual story
 • videogame narrative techniques.

 • Create your content. Be sure to test it out so you can make adjustments if needed.
 • You could create a survey to give to people who try your content. Ask questions about how engaging they 

found the content and the reasons why. This can give you valuable feedback about how to make your content 
more engaging.

 • Share your creation with the class. You could even hold a ‘watch and play’ event to showcase all of your 
creations.

5.7    SkillBuilder: Film critic

What does a film critic do?
Everyone’s a critic. But there’s a difference between criticising something and 
critiquing it. Criticism means finding all the faults and pointing them out. Critiquing 
means analysing and assessing both the good and bad points. Film critics use their 
critiques as a way to engage with the content, and to inform wider audiences.

Select your learnON format to access:
 • an explanation of the skill (Tell me)
 • a video and step-by-step process to develop the skill (Show me)
 • an activity and interactivity for you to practise the skill (Let me do it)
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RESOURCE SUMMARY Resources

Below is a full list of rich resources available online for this this topic. These resources are designed to bring ideas to 
life, to promote deep and lasting learning and to support the different learning needs of each individual.

3.1 Index notation
 Digital documents

Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.2 Prime numbers and composite 
numbers

 Digital documents
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.3 Squares and square roots
 Digital documents

Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

3.4 Cubes and cube roots
 Video eLesson
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

3.5 Squares and square roots
 Interactivities
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 Weblinks
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 ProjectsPLUS
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

3.6 Squares and square roots
 Audio
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook

 Sample responses
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

 Solutions
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)
eWorkbook
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

 Google Earth
Skeleton (doc-1099)
Body parts (doc-3567)

5.8    Review
5.8.1 Key points to remember
5.2 Genres

 • Genres are different styles or categories of entertainment.
 • There are many genres out there, and each of those has many 

sub-genres.  
If you’re interested in something, there’s sure to be a genre for it.

 • Some movies and TV shows are a mix of genres and sub-genres, 
such as sci-fi/western or action/romance.

 • New genres (and sub-genres) are being created all the time.

5.3 Film and television adaptation
 • Adaptation is when something is changed from one format (such 

as a novel) into another (such as a movie).
 • Adapting a novel for the screen is no easy task and can be very 

expensive.
 • Some adaptations rock, and some… not so much.
 • There’s lots of material out there to be made into a film or show, 

or even turned into a videogame (quite a few books have inspired 
games over the years).

5.4 Videogame narratives
 • Videogames can tell stories too.
 • Videogame narratives can be as compelling as any movie.
 • Some games have a predetermined ending, and some you can 

influence with your choices.
 • VR games allow you to interact with the story of a virtual world.
 • Videogame narrative techniques are designed to keep you 

engaged in the story while being challenged.

5.5 What makes engaging online content?
 • Online content is never-ending and can be quite addictive.
 • Social media platforms use techniques to keep you engaged.
 • Your brain is easily seduced by ‘like’ buttons and heart icons.
 • Entertainment on demand lets you engage with an enormous 

amount of content at any time.
 • If you understand how something was made, or how a creator is 

engaging you, you can still enjoy the content and take it in. What’s 
important is that you recognise the ways in which you’re being 
influenced by what you watch.

5.8 Activities

5.8 Review
Go to www.jacplus.com.au and access your learnON format to complete the review questions. A post-test is also 
available to determine how your knowledge and skills have improved since starting this topic.

Resources

Interactivity Key terms crossword (int-8139)
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5.8.2 Reflection
Now that you know the many different ways you can watch for fun, take a moment to think about what this topic 
has taught you.

 1. What did you learn that surprised you?

 

 

 

 2. What types of visual entertainment do you enjoy the most?

 

 

 

 3. What new type of entertainment will you try next? It could be a new movie or TV genre, a game, or something 
online.

 

 

 

Glossary 

8-bit videogame when the console or computer uses an 8-bit processor, limiting the storage and display of 
colours. 8 bits make up one byte.
AAA videogame a title developed by a large studio with a big budget
adaptation changing from one form to another (i.e. a book being turned into a film or TV show)
compelling something so interesting it’s hard to resist
contemporary digital medium a way of delivering digital content using the latest standards of technology
criticise pointing out something’s faults
critiquing analysing something’s good and bad elements
engagement how invested the audience is (in a piece of content)
entertainment on demand the ability to engage with any sort of content immediately or at a time of individual 
choice, with few or no limitations on what is available
format the way in which something is presented
genre a style or category of entertainment
influencer an online personality who uses social media to connect with fans
ludonarrative the mixture of free gameplay and story elements in a videogame
mobile videogame game played on a portable device such as a phone or tablet
narrative a story or a description of a series of events
psychologist someone who studies the human mind, emotions and behaviours
recommendation a suggestion to try something because it is good or suitable
sub-genre a smaller genre that fits into a larger, overarching genre
videogame any computer-operated game; for the purposes of this topic, an interactive narrative
vlog a blog (weblog) that contains video content
VR (Virtual Reality) a digital form of mixed reality that allows people to experience a place or narrative as if they 
are actually there
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